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Autonomous Learning and
Development in Human Infants

• How do developmental structures form?
• What is their role?
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Cognitive sciences
models to understand better
human development

Many collaborations with
researchers in
• Developmental
psychology
• Neuroscience
• Robotics and AI
• Educational sciences

Flowers lab
Inria and Ensta ParisTech
France
Lifelong
autonomous
learning in
robotics and AI

Applications in
educational
technologies
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Body morphology and growth :

Families of
developmental
« forces »

• Morphology, body growth and maturation
• Motor and perceptual primitives

Cognitive biases:
• Affordances
• Perceptual/linguistic categories grounded in action
• Hierarchies of actions, states, objectives

Social learning, imitation,
emulation
•
•
•

(McGeer, 1991)

Imitation of trajectories and goals
Learning combinatorial motor primitives
Optimal teaching

Intrinsic motivation, curiosity,
active learning
• Autonomous/unsupervised collection of data
• Efficient learning of world models
• Self-organization of developmental trajectories
(Ly and Oudeyer, 2010)

Spontaneous active exploration

(Francis Vachon)

With Lauriane Rat-Fischer, S. Forestier and Alex Kacelnik
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With Lauriane Rat-Fischer, S. Forestier and Alex Kacelnik

With Lauriane Rat-Fischer, S. Forestier and Alex Kacelnik

Intrinsic motivation, curiosity and
active learning
Flow theory
Csikszentmihalyi
(1996)

è Intrinsic drive to reduce uncertainty, and to experiencing novelty, surprise,
cognitive dissonance, challenge, incongruences, …
è Optimal interest = optimal difficulty = neither trivial nor too difficult challenges
Berlyne (1960), White (1960), Kagan (1972), Csikszentmihalyi (1996), (Kidd et al., 2012),
…
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THIS LOOKS INTERESTING

Sharp wave–ripples

Understanding active sampling
and curiosity

Role in memory retrieval and
consolidation

REVIEW
C. Kidd
(Stanford)

Towards a neuroscience of active
sampling and curiosity
Jacqueline Gottlieb1,2,3* and Pierre-Yves Oudeyer4,5

Abstract | In natural behaviour, animals actively interrogate their environments using
endogenously generated ‘question-and-answer’ strategies. However, in laboratory set
Development of a unifiedparticipants
formal
andengage
theoretical
typically
with externallyframework
imposed stimuli and tasks, and the mech
active sampling
poorly understood. We review a nascent neuroscientific litera
in psychology
and remain
neuroscience
examines active-sampling policies and their relation to attention and curiosity. We dis
between information sampling, in which organisms reduce uncertainty relevant to a fa
(Frontiers in Neuroscience 2007; IEEEand
TEC
2007; Trends in Cognitive Science, Nov. 2013;
information search, in which they investigate in an open-ended fashion to discove
Progress in Brain Research, 2016; Frontiers
Neuroscience,
2014;
Scientific
tasks. Wein
review
evidence that both
sampling
and searchReports,
depend on 2016;
individual prefer
PNAS, 2016; Nature Reviews Neuro. 2018)
cognitive states, including attitudes towards uncertainty, learning progress and types

The child as a sense-making organism:
Exploring to make good predictive models of the world and control it!
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World

Robotic Playgrounds
(Oudeyer et al., 2004; 2007)

(Forestier et al., 2016, 2017)

Discovery of sensorimotor affordances
Figure 5: Robotic
Tool Useof
Environment. Left: a Po
Discovery of
Discovery
in front of two
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thatuse
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speech communication
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and a ball that can produce light and sound. Right:
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Essential ingredients:
randomly,
of the agents.
• Dynamic movement primitives (Schaal, Ijspeert
et al,independently
2003, 2007)

• Object-based perceptual primitives (like infants, builds on prior perceptual learning)
• Self-supervised learning forward/inverse models
with hindsight
learning
and episodic
The outcome
of an episode
is a vector
composed
memory
(2D), pickaxe (2D), cart (1D) and 3 distractors (2D
encoding
the 5 diamond
blocks’
states.
• Curiosity-driven self-organization of learning
curriculum
through
goal exploration

What is an « interesting »
learning experiment?
(verbal) hypotheses from psychology and/or developmental biology:
• Cognitive homeostasis/auto-poiesis, high predictability (Varela and Maturana,
explo. due to external perturbations)
• High novelty/high uncertainty? (many)
• Knowledge gap, cognitive dissonance? (Kagan, Festinger, Lowenstein)
• Intermediate novelty, intermediate complexity? (Berlyne, Kidd)
• Intermediate challenge? (White, Csikszentmihalyi)
Technical ideas from cognitive modeling or ML:
• High novelty/high uncertainty? (many)
• Surprise? (Itti and Baldi)
• Free energy? (Friston)
• Different forms of information gain/learning progress, e.g.:
• KL-divergence between prior and posterior probabilistic model
• Predictive information (Martius), predictive information gain (Little & Sommer)
• Compression progress (Schmidhuber)
• Empirical improvement of prediction or control (Oudeyer et al.)

The (absolute)
Learning Progress
hypothesis
Interestingness
=
proportional to
empirical
absolute learning progress
(absolute value of derivative)

Evolution of empirical errors in in 4 activities

1
2
3

4
time
% of time spent exploring each activity
(proportional to abs. val of learning progress + )

è Automated

3

2

Curriculum Learning
(Oudeyer and Kaplan, 2003; 2007;
Gottlieb et al., 2013; Oudeyer et al., 2016)
è Few assumptions on underlying learning
machinery and on match between biases and
real world (as opposed to measures of learning
progress based on KL-divergence measures)
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(Oudeyer and Kaplan, IEEE TEC 2007; Baranes and Oudeyer, RAS 2013; Colas et al., ICML 2019)

Exploring omni-directional locomotion
✓↵

u
3 DOF/Leg

6.5. Expérience 2 : Marche d’un Quadrupède via l’Utilisation de Synergies Motric

v

Goal
space

Figure 4: A robot can learn to walk just by exploring smartly a sensorimotor
space. In the experiment. a progress-driven kernel controls the movement of the
different motors of a four-legged robot. For each motor, it chooses the period,
the phase and the amplitude of a sinusoidal signal. The prediction system tries
to predict the effect of the different set of parameters in the way the image
captured by a camera placed on the robot’s head is modified. This indirectly
reflects the movement of its torso. At each iteration the kernel produces the
values for the next parameter set in order to maximize the reduction of the
prediction error.

Learnable
subspace

Policies:

⇡✓ : oscillators in 8 motors, ✓ 2 [ 1, 1]24

Figure 6.29 – Illustration d’un ensemble d’objectifs générés par RIAC dans l’espace des tâches, au co

expérience type constituée de 10000 mouvements. On peut remarquer la diﬀérence importante de t
l’espace des tâches de [ 45; 45] ⇥ [ 45; 45] ⇥ [ ⇡; ⇡], et l’espace atteignable, contenu dans [ 10; 10] ⇥ [
11
[ ⇡; ⇡]. Les objectifs colorés en rouge correspondent aux objectifs
atteints lors de l’exploration, et le co
délimite l’espace contenant les objectifs atteignables.

' 2 R3 : translation and rotation over 3s

Behavioral descriptors:

(Baranes and Oudeyer, IROS 2010, RAS 2013)
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Figure 6.30 – Distributions de l’ensemble des déAverage par le quadrupède
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SAGG-Random: Random goal exploration(lancement d’une synergie motrice pendant un interdistributed
valle de temps fixé), en utilisant les méthodes d’explogoals 4
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RIAC, SAGG-ALEATOIRE et SAGG-RIAC. Les lignes
rouges représentent les limites d’atteinte estimées.

SAGG-RIAC: Curiosity-driven goal exploration
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(Baranes and Oudeyer, Robotics and Autonomous6.6
Systems,
2013)
Expérience
3 : Contrôle

MACOB: Modular population-based IMGEPs

Poppy open-source robots: http://www.poppy-project.org

s

Figure 5: Robotic Tool Use Environment. Left: a Poppy Torso robot (the learning agent) is mounted
in front of two joysticks that can be used as tools to act on other objects: a Poppy Ergo robotic toy
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eventually,
will
allow to break blocks and move the cart.
(Forestier
et al.,
2017)

Curiosity-driven discovery of tool use

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NOLAwD4ZTW0

(Forestier et al., 2017)

Project
Malmo
(Minecraft)
with
neural net
controllers

Rémy Portelas
(Microsoft-Inria grant)

CURIOUS: intrinsically motivated
modular multi-goal Deep RL
Distractors
External world

Controllable objects

LP-based
sampling of
modules
and goals

Modular
replay buffer
with hinsight learning
(module and goal substitution)

(Colas et al., ICML19)

Modular UVFA (extended-UVFA)
Goal types and goal values:
Move gripper to (x,y,z)
Pickandplace cube2 at (x,y,z)
Push(cube1) at position (x,y)
Stack cube1 over cube3 …

Forgetting due to
interferences among
modules/goals

Competence

Mitigated thanks to
LP-based reexploration

Absolute Learning
Progress

Selection Probabilities

Recovery following a sensory
failure.
CURIOUS recovers 95 % of its
original performance twice as
fast as M-UVFA+HER.

Deep RL based IMGEPs (Curious) vs. Population-based IMGEPs:
+ better generalization
- Slower initial discoveries

How to learn (modular)
representation of goals?
2 approaches:
1)
Unsupervised learning (beta-VAEs)
(Laversanne-Finot et al, CoRL 2018)
2)

Leveraging language and its compositionality
(Lair et al., Vigil workshop at Neurips 2019)

MUGL: Unsupervised goal learning
and exploration

Scene reconstruction/
prediction

(Higgins
et al.,
2017)

Pixel-level scene
perception

(Péré et al., ICLR 2018; Laversanne-Finot et al., CoRL 2018)

Discovery of independantly controllable features

(a) Disentangled representation ( VAE)

(b) Entangled representation (VAE)

Figure 5: Interest evolution for each module during exploration. In the case of a disentangled
representation the algorithm shows interest only for the module whichHand-defined
correspond to latentmodular
variables goal space
encoding for the position of the ball (which is unknown by the agent, which does not distinguish
between the ball and the distractor).
Learned modular goal space

The evolution of the interest of the different modules through exploration is represented in Figure 5a.
flat goal space
First, in the disentangled case, one can see that the interest is high only for the Hand
modulesdefined
corresponding
2
to the latent variables encoding for the ball position. This is natural since these latent variables are
the only ones that can be learned to control with motor commands. In the entangled case, the interest
of each module follows a random trajectory, with no module standing out with a particular interest.
Random
parameter
This effect can be understood as follows: the entanglement introduces spurious
correlations
between exploration
the observations and the tasks in every module, which bring the interest measures to follow random
fluctuations based on the collected observations. These correlations, in turn, lead the agent to sample
more frequently policies that in fact did not have any impact on the observation, making the overall
performance worse (see Appendix 6.1 and 6.6 for details).
Independently Controllable Features

(a) Small
exploration
noise
( =
(b) Large
As explained
above
and illustrated
in Figure
5a, 0.05)
when the representation is disentangled,
theexploration
MGE

noise

Using language as a cognitive tool to
imagine new goals
in curiosity-driven exploration
Language as a Cognitive Tool to Imagine Goals in Curiosity Driven Exploration
Known goals
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(f)

Language Grounding through Social Interactions
Curiosity-Driven
Multi-Goal Learning
Figure 1.and
LE 2
Overview.
Nicolas Lair, Cédric Colas, Rémy Portelas, Jean-Michel Dussoux, Peter Ford Dominey, Pierre-Yves Oudeyer
Vigil Workshop at Neurips 19
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Understanding sentences
by learning a reward function that
predicts when it becomes true
s
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Attention
(c)
mechanism

Learned
sentence Figure 8. Caption
embedding

è Can be used as an internal reward function to measure whether an internally
generated goal (= a sentence) is achieved by the goal-parameterized policy being learnt

Models of
child development data

Self-organization of vocal development
A

⇡✓
B

C

DIVA Vocal tract model (Guenther et al.)

'

D

Two-layers of LP—based intrinsically motivated learning:
1) Active choice self-exploration vs. imitation
2) If self-exploration: active goal selection
(Moulin-Frier, Nguyen and Oudeyer, Frontiers in Cognitive Science, 2014)

Emergent developmental stages

(Oller, 2000)

Regularities and diversity
of individual developmental trajectories
Moulin-Frier et al.

Self-organization of early vocal development
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Curiosity-driven discovery of language
as a tool to manipulate the environment
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(Forestier and Oudeyer, CogSci 2017)
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Teacher algorithms for
curriculum learning of Deep RL
in continuously parameterized environments
Rémy Portelas1, Cédric Colas1, Katja Hofmann2, Pierre-Yves Oudeyer1
1Inria (FR)
2Microsoft Research (UK)
CoRL 2019

Learners

VS

Continuous set of tasks/envs
(through procedural generation)

..
.
40

Methods - The CTS Framework
(CTS: Continuous Teacher-Student)
● The teacher samples parameters mapping to distributions of

tasks/envs
⇒ creates a curriculum where tasks/envs distributions
evolve
● The Deep RL Student is a black-box
● The parameter space may contain:
○
○
○

unfeasible subspaces
irrelevant dimensions
non-linear difficulty

41

ALP-GMM: sample tasks/envs distributions
that maximize absolute learning progress

42

Example of mastered tasks after training
ALP-GMM + short DRL student

ALP-GMM + default DRL
student

ALP-GMM + quadrupedal DRL student
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Performance analysis on Hexagon Tracks

44

ALP-GMM
Good generalization to diverse obstacles

Random
Poor learning and generalization

45

https://github.com/flowersteam/teachDeepRL

Applications in
educational technologies

46

Technologies for fostering
efficient learning and intrinsic motivation

• Experiments with
> 1000 children in more than
30 schools in Aquitaine

KidLearn project:
Personalization of teaching sequences
(curriculum) in Intelligent Tutoring Systems
(Clement et al., Journal of Educational
Data Mining, 2015; in prep.)

ZPDES-CO algorithm:
ALP + warm-start graph + final choice by child

Teacher algorithm
(ALP bandit)

Recommendation
of exercises

Teacher algorithm
(ALP bandit)
score

Teacher algorithm
(ALP bandit)

Selected
exercise

Child

score

Recommendation
of exercises

Selected
exercise

Child

(Clement et al., Journal of Educational Data Mining, 2015; in prep.)

ZPDES-CO algorithm
Exercise Type

Difficulty

A1

Inside the zone of
proximal development
choose exercises
stochastically according to
the learning progress

B1
A2
C1
B2
A3

Exercise Type:
• aiming at different KC;
• or presented in a different
modality;

C2
B3

(Clement, Roy, Oudeyer and Lopes, 2015, Journal of Educational Data Mining)

ZPDES-CO algorithm
Exercise Type

Difficulty

A1

ZPD

Inside the zone of
proximal development
choose exercises
stochastically according to
the learning progress

B1
A2
C1
B2
A3

C2
B3

A1

A2

B1

ZPDES-CO algorithm
Exercise Type

Difficulty

A1

ZPD

Inside the zone of
proximal development
choose exercises
stochastically according to
the learning progress

B1
A2
C1
B2

After being able to solve A1,
extend the ZPD

A3

C2
B3

A2

A3

B1

ZPDES-CO algorithm
Exercise Type

Difficulty

A1

B1
A2

Inside the zone of
proximal development
choose exercises
stochastically according to
the learning progress

ZPD
C1

B2
A3

C2
B3

A2

Always a probability of
choosing other exercise types
due to:
• individual characteristics
• problems in the
knowledge graph

B1

B2

C1

Learning impact
ZPDES-CO
algorithm
Oracle algorithm
(Pedagogical expert)

Motivational impact
during learning sessions
Intrinsic motivation score session S3 (IMI questionnaire)

Oracle algorithm
(Pedagogical expert)

ZPDES-CO algorithm

Take away
Fundamental role of spontaneous developmental exploration
• Autonomous goal exploration
• Driven by empirical learning progress measured at various scales
of time and space

Scales to
real world
(high-dimensions,
limited time,
distractors)

Can be used to guide
human edTech design
Organizes
developmental
trajectories
+
Enables discoveries
(tool use, language)

(Gottlieb and Oudeyer, Nature Rev. Neurosc., 2018.; Oudeyer et al., 2016; )

Developmental autonomous learning
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PhDs/Postdocs/engineers: A. Baranes, F. Benureau, B. Clément, C. Colas,
S. Forestier, P. Fournier, M. Lapeyre, A. Laversanne-Finot, Y. Mollard, C.
Moulin-Frier, M. Nguyen, A. Péré, R. Portelas, P. Rouanet.
Senior colleagues: F. Kaplan, M. Lopes, O. Sigaud, J. Gottlieb, L. Smith, V.
Hafner, H. Sauzéon, M. Chetouani, C. Kidd, L. Rat-Fisher.
Funding/Sponsors:

fait que les systèmes moteurs de l’humain et du robot soient de dimensionnalité él
Why généralement
is (curiosity-driven)
exploration
of les dimensi
edondants, entraine
ce type de grande
dissimilarité entre
on desforward
tâches considérées,
la dimensionnalité
des espaces
de contrôle associés. D
modeletless
efficient
than
goal
exploration?
✓
e, les objectifs décrits dans un espace de tâches, comme la position de la main en trois
u
typiquement être atteints via un grand
nombre voire une infinité de trajectoires motr
re une telle redondance, diﬀérentes possibilités de l’espace où sont eﬀectuées les ac
ôle mènent à un unique résultat dans l’espace des tâches considéré.
3 DOF/Leg

v
Figure 4: A robot can learn to walk just by exploring smartly a sensorimotor
space. In the experiment. a progress-driven kernel controls the movement of the
different motors of a four-legged robot. For each motor, it chooses the period,
the phase and the amplitude of a sinusoidal signal. The prediction system tries
to predict the effect of the different set of parameters in the way the image
captured by a camera placed on the robot’s head is modified. This indirectly
reflects the movement of its torso. At each iteration the kernel produces the
values for the next parameter set in order to maximize the reduction of the
prediction error.
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• Redundancies
• Inhomogeneities

'

6.1 – Illustration du phénomène de redondance apparaissant typiquement lors de la des

dans Forward
un espace model
des tâches
mis en correspondance
à un
espace
d’actions
motrices.
exploration:
Knowing many
ways
to produce
a few
effects Ici,
s mènent au Goal
mêmeexploration:
état de l’espace
des tâches.
Knowing
a few ways to produce many effects

Combining population-based and
Deep-RL based IMGEPs
Modular replay buffers

Population-based IMGEP

Unsupervised
modular goal space
learning

(fast discoveries, episodic
memory;
(Laversanne-Finot et
Forestier et al., 2016)
Robotic experiment
al, 2018)

Monolithic Deep RL
IMGEP
(good generalization; Colas et
al., 2019)

(Extension of Colas et al., GEP-PG: Decoupling exploration and exploitation in Deep RL, ICML 2018)

Curiosity applications
beyond video games and robots:
Automated scientific discovery

Oil-in-Water Droplets
Self-Organization

Grizou et al. (2018) Exploration of Self-Propelling Droplets Using a Curiosity Driven Robotic
Assistant, Arxiv/1904.12635, Cronin Lab, Univ. Glasgow.

Automatized robot experiments

• 8 experiments running in parallel
• Specialized and stationary working stations
• Oils and surfactant handled separately
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Dropfactory

Intrinsically motivated goal exploration in a
continuous game of life

Discrete Game of Life
Continuous Game of Life
Lenia, Bert Chan (2018)
Reinke, C., Etcheverry, M., Oudeyer, P-Y. (in prep) Intrinsically Motivated Exploration for
Automated Discovery of Patterns in Morphogenetic Systems

Random Exploration

Random
Experiments
(mostly dead
or uniform patterns)

Intrinsically
Motivated
Goal Exploration
32% spatially
localized patterns
(« animals »)

IMGEP-OGL

Goal exploration process

Take away
Fundamental role of spontaneous developmental exploration
• Autonomous goal exploration
• Driven by empirical learning progress measured at various scales
of time and space

Scales to
real world
(high-dimensions,
limited time,
distractors)

Can be used to guide
human edTech design
Organizes
developmental
trajectories
+
Enables discoveries
(tool use, language)

(Gottlieb and Oudeyer, Nature Rev. Neurosc., 2018.; Oudeyer et al., 2016; )

Developmental autonomous learning
Thanks to:
PhDs/Postdocs/engineers: A. Baranes, F. Benureau, B. Clément, C. Colas,
S. Forestier, P. Fournier, M. Lapeyre, A. Laversanne-Finot, Y. Mollard, C.
Moulin-Frier, M. Nguyen, A. Péré, R. Portelas, P. Rouanet.
Senior colleagues: F. Kaplan, M. Lopes, O. Sigaud, J. Gottlieb, L. Smith, V.
Hafner, H. Sauzéon, M. Chetouani, C. Kidd, L. Rat-Fisher.
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CURIOUS: intrinsically motivated
modular multi-goal Deep RL
Distractors
External world

Controllable objects

LP-based
sampling of
modules
and goals

Modular
replay buffer
with hinsight learning
(module and goal substitution)

(Colas et al., to appear at ICML19)

Modular UVFA
E.g. of modular goals:
Move gripper to (x,y,z)
Pickandplace cube2 at (x,y,z)
Push(cube1) at position (x,y)
Stack cube1 over cube3 …

Forgetting due to
interferences among
modules/goals

Competence

Mitigated thanks to
LP-based reexploration

Absolute Learning
Progress

Selection Probabilities

Recovery following a sensory
failure.
CURIOUS recovers 95 % of its
original performance twice as
fast as M-UVFA+HER.

Deep RL based IMGEPs (Curious) vs. Population-based IMGEPs:
+ better generalization
- Slower initial discoveries
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Fig. 2. A possible state of the environment.
mo
(Siegler et al., 1996)
1) Robotic Arm: The 2D robotic arm has 3 joints plus a eac
gripper located at the end of the arm. Each joint can rotate the
from ⇡ rad to ⇡ rad around its resting position, mapped to is
a standard interval of [ 1, 1]. The length of the 3 segments ape
of the arm are 0.5, 0.3 and 0.2 so the length of the arm is the
1 unit. The resting position of the arm is vertical with joints of
at 0 rad and its base is fixed at position (0, 0). The gripper the
g has 2 possible positions: open (g 0) and closed (g < 0) siti
and its resting position is open (with g = 0). The robotic arm M
has 4 degrees of freedom represented by a vector in [ 1, 1]4 . Do
A trajectory of the arm is represented as a sequence vectors. all
2) Motor Control: We use Dynamical Movement Primi- has
tives [26] to control the arm’s movement as this framework
allows the production of a diversity of arm’s trajectories C.
A
with few parameters. Each of the 4 arm’s degrees-of-freedom
Fig. 4.(DOF)
Interest
of modules along
the 100000
iterations,
exploration
is controlled
by a DMP
starting
at the with
resting
position the
architecture
M-NN-AMB.
showisthe
interest of modules
exploring
CogSci, 2016; ICDL-Epirob,
2016)
of the
joint. Each We
DMP
parameterized
by one
weighttheon mo

(Forestier and Oudeyer,

waves of tool use development

Y

Modeling
overlapping
Intrinsic
Motivation:

es

B. Experimental setup
We designed a robotic setup where a 2D simulated arm
can grasp two sticks that can be used to move some of the
out-of-reach objects (see Fig.2). The different items in the
scene and their interactions are described in the next sections.

spaces of the hand, magnetic stick, reachable magnetic object and the cat.

The Ergo-Robots (2012)
with
Mikhail Gromov
Mathematician

and
David Lynch
Film maker, artist

« Mathematics, a beautiful
Elsewhere »
Fondation Cartier for
Contemporary Art, Paris

http://flowers.inria.fr/ergo-robots.php

Self-organization of culturally
shared speech sounds

Models of the formation of speech sound systems in populations of
individuals (de Boer,2001; Oudeyer, 2006/19; Moulin-Frier et al., 2011)

Future research: learning to
represent experiments

behave according to a specific protocol. This will be discussed in details when describing our experimental setup.
we make a step in this direction by presenting an exploratory study with humans designed to analyze and measure
of curiosity-driven exploration of a priori unknown sensorimotor spaces. More specifically, we are interested in the
Baranes et al.
etween exploration and learning progress.

Studying the structure of free
exploration
II. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP
in humans and monkeys

et al.

Intrinsically motivated exploration

Intrinsically motivate

Subjects are exploring how to control an ellipsis displayed on the screen in front of them by moving their body joints tracked by a Kinect device.
f the interface shown to the user on a screen in front of them: in particular, you can see the controlled ellipsis (in red) and the target one (in

perimental setup is designed as a game setting human subjects into an intrinsically motivated activity [11]. Participants
explore and shift between several games, each being about finding a mapping between their movements (body joints

ve examples of Kidd
rken/language

FIGURE 1 | Task design. (A) Individual game. The subjects pressed a key to intercept a stream of moving dots (arrow) as they crossed the screen center.
(B–D) Selection screens in the 7-game, 64-game, and 64N-game versions.

play a minimum of 70 games and a minimum of 20 min. This dual
requirement was meant to prevent a strategy of simply minimizing time on the task by selecting only the shortest games. Beyond
these basic requirements, there were no additional constraints,
and the instructions emphasized that the payment for the session
was fixed and entirely independent of the game performance or
the chosen games.
At the end of the sessions testing the 64-game version we conducted an additional procedure, administered without warning,
to determine whether the subjects monitored their progress in the

(Frontiers in Neuroscience, 2014; ICDL-Epirob 2014;
See also Scientific Reports, 2016; PNAS, 2017; Nature Reviews
Neuroscience, in press)

Combining population-based and
Deep-RL based IMGEPs
Modular replay buffers

Population-based IMGEP

Unsupervised
modular goal space
learning

(fast discoveries, episodic
memory;
(Laversanne-Finot et
Forestier et al., 2016)
Robotic experiment
al, 2018)

Monolithic Deep RL
IMGEP
(good generalization; Colas et
al., 2019)

(Extension of Colas et al., GEP-PG: Decoupling exploration and exploitation in Deep RL, ICML 2018)

Related to various research lines
Psychology (1940-60)
(Berlyne, White, Kaga, Festinger, …)
Theoretical biology
and cognitive modeling

Varela, Maturana
(autopoïesis, 1974)

Theoretical machine
learning and RL

Fedorov et al.
(active learning,
Optimal exp.
Design, 1972)

Andreae et al.
(novelty search
with RL, 1978)

Schmidhuber
(LP based RL, 1991)
Oudeyer, Kaplan et al.
(2003)

Evolutionary
computing

Barto, Singh et al.
(IMRL, 2004)

Stanley et al.,
2008; Mouret,
Doncieux et al.
(novelty search
with GA/ES)

è Focus on modeling spontaneous curiosity-driven exploraition in humans
è Understanding how it can be made to work for acquisition of motor skills in
high-dimensional real world (robotic) bodies (Developmental robotics)
è Understanding how it links with developmental organization

Back to human experiments

aranes et al.

How spontaneous exploration is
structured during free play
Intrinsically motivated exploration

• Exploration follows a growth in
complexity actively controlled
as predicted by models
Baranes et al.

(Baranes, Oudeyer and Gottlieb, 2014
Frontiers in Neuroscience)

• Factors influence exploration
Intrinsically motivated explora
Baranes et al.
patterns:
task difficulty, novelty,
size of the choice space

FIGURE 1 | Task design. (A) Individual game. The subjects pressed a key to intercept a stream of moving dots (arrow) as they crossed the screen center.
(B–D) Selection screens in the 7-game, 64-game, and 64N-game versions.

(Baranes and Oudeyer, TAMD 2009)

Simple example
DOF 2

Perceptual space

5.5. L’Expérience Main-Œil-Nuage

x10

-2

Erreurs en Prédiction

(motor 1, motor2) à intensity (1 pixel camera)

DOF 1

ALEATOIRE
IAC
RIAC Local
RIAC Multi-Résolution

Developmental
evolution of
exploration focus along
with time

Nombre d’Expériences
Sensorimotrices
temps

Learning and exploration dynamics
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TARL: combining populationbased and multi-goal Deep RL
based IMGEPs (GEP-PG)
DDPG/TD3/SAC, …

Population-based IMGEP

Replay
buffer

CURIOUS, UVFA+HER
Fast exploration
Good generalization

(1) Robots are useful
to better conceptualize
the impact of the body

The example of walking

Morphology and self-organization
of biped locomotion

Tad McGeer (McGeer, 1990), Nagoya Univ. (2005)

Morphological computation
• Collaboration with
Labri/Univ. Bordeaux
I

(Ceccato et Cazalets,
2009)

• Collaboration with JR. Cazalets,
Integrative
Neuroscience
Institute, Bordeaux

The Acroban humanoid (Ly, Lapeyre, Oudeyer, 2011, IROS)

Body:
morphology, synergies and self-organization

(Ceccato et Cazalets,
2009)
Neuroscience,
Univ. Bordeaux.

dy of properties of various feet, including
passive spring loaded articulations
(Humanoids 2014)

A human-like bended leg shape reduces the
motion amplitude on the upper body by
45% and increases the head stability by 30%
(Humanoids 2013; IROS 2013)
90

From affordances to vocal
interaction
Playground Experiments

• Autonomous learning of novel affordances and
and skills, e.g. object manipulation
• Self-organization of developmental trajectories,
bootstrapping of communication
• Automatic formation of internal distinctive
concepts for « self » vs « objects » vs « others »
• Regularities/diversity
è New hypotheses for understanding information
seeking and curiosity in infant development
(Oudeyer et al., 2007 IEEE TEC)
(Kaplan and Oudeyer, Front. Neuroscience,
2007)

Time
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(Oudeyer and Kaplan, 2007)

Vector of params of
Bezier0.4
curve fitting
Time (s)
traj. of obj. A

D printed robotic platform [Lapeyre et al., 2014].
MACOB: Modular population-based IMGEPs

Action = 32D
(32
continuous
parameters
of a DMP)

Trajectory
of ball: 30
continuous
features

(Forestier et al., 2017)

Perception =
Trajectory of all
objects: 310
continuous
feature
dimensions

